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huckelberry
HUCKELBERRY HUCKELBERRY transposition error.  In English, berries are the fruits of the forest and huckleberry is
the blueberry, specifically. 

huckleberry
HUCKLEBERRY in English, blueberry.  Berries are the berries or the fruits of the forest, although mechanically apples,
avocados and tomatoes are also berries and, interestingly, raspberry is not, because it is actually a conglomerate of tiny
fruits.   .  Strawberry is raspberry, blueberry is blueberry, blackberry is blackberry or blackberry. 

huevonazo
HUEVONAZO In Chile : Muy huevón

huilotl
HUILOTL from Nahuatl, pigeon; in Mexico: most of the country HUILOTA or HUILA is a woman with light helmets and
even a prostitute

huizaches
HUIZACHES huizache derives from the Nahuatl huixachin (in ancient spellings also Uixachin, vixachin, Vixachin), which
means 'thorny plant, with abundant thorns'; Vachellia is a genus of flowering plants in the Fabaceae family.  It comprises
69 described species, of which only 32 have been accepted. ? It corresponds to the ancient genus Acacia G. S. Mill, or
subgenus Acacia vassal. 

huizapoles
HUIZAPOLES in Mexico : pl .  of HUIZAPOL , 1 .  Distichlis spicata is a perennial herbaceous species belonging to the
poaceae family.  It is native to America, from Canada to Chile and Argentina.  2 .  In Mexico : brand of sports socks (
HUIZAPOL socks ) 

humaya
HUMAYA As we said yesterday: HUMAYA ea a contraction of Nahuatl origin that means 'place of rubber trees on the
banks of the water'.  That time I will not include all the etimológjco detail that the dictionary had the discourtesy to
suppress, but it can be found in a Nahuatl dictionary or in Mexican pages.  It has relevance today because the Humaya
Garden is a cemetery that was inaugurated in Culiacán in 1869 and where the family of "chapo" Guzmán Loera have a
mausoleum, with church and bathroom among other amenities, which is worth US $ 1, 5 million and where Brother
Arturo alias "the chicken" is buried.

humbeal
HUMBEAL not having in view the context where this term was used, I can only speculate about its meaning.  Leaving
aside the significant possibility of an error by THRESHOLD, it could be a term from Spanglish derived from the English
HUMBLE, 'humble', and correspond to the quality of humble: HUMBEAL act. 

humectada
MOISTURIZED f .  of P . P .  of the verb to moisturize, moisten to seal and prevent water loss  

humificación



HUMIFICATION Biochemical process by which organic matter is transformed into HUMUS, a natural nutrient of soils
that contributes to the rationing of plants and the enrichment in organic materials.  Not to be confused with E]hummus
(bi tahina), a chickpea cream prepared with various dressings.  Humification produces new humus.  The other type is
the old humus, which, after a long time in the process of decomposition, takes on a purple to reddish hue.  Some humic
substances characteristic of this type of humus are humins and humic acids. 

hurrera
HURRERA error by AURRERA or AURRERÁ, chain of self-service stores in Mexico.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be aurrera , bodega aurrerá

iba
IBA International Bartenders Association

iberoamérica
IBEROAMERICA Territories made up of America and the Iberian Peninsula

iberoamérica
IBEROAMERICA Territories made up of America and the Iberian Peninsula

ibrahim
IBRAHIM ABRAHAM in Arabic .  In Hebrew Abram is 'father' and hamon is 'many', then means father of many.  2 . 
IBRAHIM I was a sultan of the Ottoman Empire from 1640 to 1648. 

icnografa
ICNOGRAFA spam by iconography

iconolatra
ICONOLATRA error by iconolatra, worshipper of icons, i.e. images or figures, as opposed to ICONOCLAST, said of
whom he rejects such worship

ictrico
ICTRICO error by ICTÉRICO

idali
IDALI Female name .  1 .  adj.  Belonging to or relating to Idalio, ancient city and mount of Cyprus, consecrated to
Venus.  2 .  adj.  Belonging to or relating to the goddess Venus. 

idea nueva en acción
NEW IDEA IN ACTION idea put into practice, often in the area of merchandising, such as enlarging the diameter of the
outlet of the dentrifico tube or creating a traveling train with products from a company or an interactive museum.  There
are, in fact, infinite ideas, and very varied. 

ideas netas
NET IDEAS They are the result of passing the raw ideas that are generated in a creativity session, such as



brainstorming or another technique, through an evaluation process that measures originality, costs, impact, destination
of the net idea, which is the one that is going to be implemented. 

idk
IDK stands for Nosé. It comes from the acronym of the phrase I don't know, in English. 

ignado
IGNADO is a masculine name, meaning fire, fiery.  2 .  Rather it seems to be consulted by Ignadon, a volcanic region
east of Magalan, one of the largest regions, habitat of the Clerics, in the video game ELEX.  It was a flourishing and
developed region, but a meteor turned it almost into ashes, being the area most affected by the impact and where
clerics are most needed.  ELEX is a fantasy and science fiction video game with action and role-playing themes
developed by Piranha Bates for Playstation, Xbox and Windows.  It was released in 2017. 

ignato
IGNATO VER IGNOTO , specific person whose identity is unknown.  Used in criminology by police and investigators of
unsolved crimes and crimes. 

igualación de colores
COLOR MATCHING process of finding the right combination of ingredients so that the new painted parts of a deboned
car match in color with the old ones already discolored with time and corrosive agents

iguana acorazada
ARMORED IGUANA monster level 62 of the video game Aurakingdom-DB developed by X-legend or Sería Games.  It is
located in the Aguasverdes Wetland and its ability is the fierce bite, which produces a damage of 10%. 

ilante
ILANTE suffix that forms adjectives deverbales, commonly called ACTIVE PARTICIPLES.  It means 'who executes the
action expressed by the base'.  ANTE is the ending for the verbs of the first conjugation and ENTE or IENTE for the rest
.  There are 10 accepted verbs ending in lar, and generating ACTIVE PARTICIPLES with the ILANTE ending, namely:
annihilating, dancing, desopilating, horrifying, oscillating, rehilant, glittering, wheezing, hesitant, and vigilant.

illambazar
ILLAMBAZAR village which is part of the Bilpur subdivision of BIrbhum district, in West Bengal, India with approximately
7100 inhabitants and another 127 villages having between 37 and 4400 inhabitants each, most with around 1000 to
1500 inhabitants. 

iluminati
ILLUMINATI finished that it is given to those belonging to a supposed secret and sinister sect or organization that aims
to generate a new world order.  It has been attributed to numerous groups over time. It originally comes from the Order
of the Enlightened (Illuminatenorden in the original German, compound derived from the Latin illuminati, 'enlightened',
and order), a secret society that was formed in Bavaria at the time of the Enlightenment, founded on 1 May 1776, which
opposed religious influence and abuses of state power. 

imágenes de guasamamaya
GUASAMAMAYA in Mexico: tropical fruit that occurs in wild form in the western zone, in the state of Jalisco, and is a
combination of kuwi, mamey and papaya.  2 .  Name of some cocktails that are prepared in Jalisco.  3 .   North



American scavenger bird. 

impenetrante
IMPENETRABLE IMPENETRANT, which cannot be entered

impetracin
IMPERRACIN SPAM

importar nada
IMPORT NOTHING not be worthy of consideration.  Don't matter. 

impuesto ecológico
ECOLOGICAL TAX levied to reduce pollution or improve habitat

in partibus infidelium
IN PARTIBUS INDIDELIUM The Catholic Church conferred until 1886 an honorary title called in partibus infidelium, 'in
the land of infidels' to defenders of the church abroad, but who had no faithful in its custody.  Today it means an honoris
causa style title that is bestowed, but not exercised. 

in pártibus
IN PÁRTIBUS from Latin on land, in territory.  The Catholic Church conferred until 1886 an honorary title called in
partibus infidelium, 'in the land of infidels' to defenders of the church abroad, but who had no faithful in its custody. 
Today it means an honoris causa style title

incausado
INDICTED In law: in Mexico, the marriage can be annulled by the express divorce procedure, with the only presentation
before the judge who proceeds to the nullity without requirement of cause, so it is called uncaused, in contrast to the
necessary divorce, where cause and proof is required.  . 

inciativa
INITIATIVE ability to create, invent and especially undertake things without being ordered by another person. 

incierto
UNCERTAIN without any certainty, insecure, without clarity: uncertain results. 

incitación al delito
INCITEMENT TO THE CRIME instigation, attempt to convince (another or several people) to commit some act
punishable by law as a scam, fraud, murder or theft. 

incompelusas
INCOMPELUSAS error by INCOPELUSAS word of the gíglico language, invented by Julio Cortázar in his chapter 68 of
Rayuela and that must be interpreted by each reader.  To me it seems to indicate the crotch but as it is a loving
encounter between the Witch and Horacio Oliveira, and uses the word in the plural in an action of relamer, it seems
more surely to refer to the outer lips of the vulva



increyente
BELIEVELESS Atheist, non-believer

indeminizatorio
INDEMNITY that compensates (a damage) 

indetenible
UNSTOPPABLE that cannot be stopped

indostnico
INDOST ICO SPAM

ineluctable
INELUCTABLE the prefix in denotes negation; luc drifts from struggle; the suffix -table or -able denotes possibility to
make , perform , execute , as in overnight , executable .  Then, the term ineluctable means that you cannot fight against
: ineluctable destiny

inemotivo
EMOTIONAL that does not express emotions, cold, lack of emotion, indolent

inequitativamente
INEQUITABLELY without equity, (it is distributed) in a way that does not touch each party what in justice would
correspond to it. 

inequvoca
Inequvoca spam

inertica
INERTICA error by ENERTIKA Spanish company dedicated to green energy for industrial projects of energy efficiency
and distributed energy for self-consumption of photovoltaic energy. 

infectología
INFECTOLOGY science that studies the infective processes, epidemics and pandemics, produced by viruses, bacteria,
fungi, algae, insects, vermes, larvae and other external pathogens, and their corresponding treatments. 

infinanciable
UNBANKABLE That you cannot have the funds to pay the cost. 

infinidades
INFINITY PL .  of INFINITY, multiplicity, innumerable

inflexión de voz
VOICE INFLECTION Elevation or attenuation that is done with the voice, breaking it or passing from one tone to



another.  I met Carmen Seeger who never made an inflection, something very rare.  40 years after her early death I met
a lady who, very curiously, did not inflate either.  I reminded her of my friend.  and explains, "She was my sister.  We
inherited it from our mother." 

info
INFO apocope of information

infraentrevista
INFRAINTERVIEW conversation that does not reach the category of interview.  Indra is a prefix that has the meaning of
'inferior' or 'below'

infraestructura vial
ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE the set of civil works for the circulation of roads: among them highways, tolls, bridges,
viaducts, underpasses, tunnels, emergency zones, lighting, rescue areas, surveillance systems, defenses and
protections, signage and others. 

infrafinanciación
UNDERCURRENCY the financing condition of a project that is below the amount necessary to be fully executed. 

infraordinación
INFRAORDINATION of the Greek infra, 'below, inferior' and ordination, 'ordering, to order' Quality of dependence on a
higher authority or hierarchy. 

infrarrepresentación
UNDERREPRESENTATION number of participants or members who do not become the corresponding proportion of
their group with respect to the total number of people who are represented. 

ingeniárselas
MANAGE to fix them, find a way (to achieve something) 

ingobernables
UNGOVERNABLE PL .  of UNGOVERNABLE

ingredients for bomboto
INGREDIENTS FOR BOMBOTO The Spanish word is bombotó. BOMBOTÓ in Puerto Rico is a small sweet  and
rounded bread made out of wheat and coconut. It is also called coconut kiss. It's baking dough is dry and half hard. It
can be covered with black sugar. Usually they were sold by black people. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be coconut kiss

inhabitar
INHABIT stop inhabiting 2 .  Not being inhabited by human beings. 

inhspita
INHSPITA SPAM



inicios
BEGINNINGS beginnings ( of an event or activity ) 

injerencismo
INTERFERENCE Action and effect of intervening in other people's affairs

injerto de sandía con calabaza
WATERMELON GRAFT WITH PUMPKIN the watermelon plant is grafted on the pumpkin plant for the simple reason
that if we plant it alone it is most likely that a fungus will come out that withers the plant and we will eat watermelon. 

inmediatización
INMEDIATIZATION urgency and anxiety of today's young people to have everything immediately, without waiting, and, if
possible, for free.  Acceleration of the processes of achievements and material intentions to extreme levels. 

inmersión-quemazón
IMMERSION-BURNING SPAM

inmundancia
INMUNDANCE neologiamo Quality of uncleanness .  Lots of garbage and dirt. 

inmuno química
IMMUNOCHEMICAL error by immunochemistry, chemistry of physiological immunity, both immune system and immune
responses. 

inmunodepresión
IMMUNOSUPPRESSION A patient's inability to produce an adequate immune response to viruses and bacteria, or as a
result of treatments that weaken defense systems.  A person may be immunodeficient due to illness or infection.  For
example, people infected with HIV are immunocompromised people, as are those who have undergone treatments with
aggressive drugs such as chemotherapy or radiation therapy. 

inobservancia de los deberes
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH DUTIES, failure to comply with obligations

inséptico
NON-septic SEPTIC, i.e. does not contain pathogenic germs 2 .  It does not cause infections.  The accepted word is
aseptic. 

instituto de investigación
RESEARCH INSTITUTE professional entity dedicated mainly to scientific, economic, political or social research. 

instruible
INSTRUCTIBLE that is (le) can teach, educate, instruct



intercensal
INTERCENSAL in demography and statistics is thus called the period of time between two official population censuses. 

interfaz hombre maquina
HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE view HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE

interferometría óptica
OPTICAL INTERCEROMETRY technique generally applied in astronomy and sciences related to optics, and which
consists of superimposing and making a "collage" with rays of light from different receivers, telescopes or antennas, to
integrate them into a single larger and higher resolution image. 

intersubjetivo
INTERSUBJECTIVE adj .  which is based on the person's own feelings.  The adjective SUBJECTIVE already expresses
the same concept, so the prefix Inter does not add real value to the concept, unless it refers to human groups instead of
individuals, in which case it is understood as relative to a group feeling. 

intimidador
INTIMIDATING BULLY, scares

intimidador
INTIMIDATING BULLY, scares

intiwatana
INTIWATANA see from .  Quechua inti, 'sun' and watana, 'mooring'.  See.  intihuatana

intra sectorial
INTRA SECTORIAL error by INTRASECTORIAL, within the sector

intraétnico
INTRAETHNIC relative to something within one's own ethnicity. 

intrapsicológico
INTRAPSYCHOLOGICAL superior mental ability, characterized by being individual and personal.  This ability follows
from a primitive ability of INTERPSYCHOLOGICAL character, that is, social, to become the second. 

intrautero
INTRAUTERO misspelling by intrauterine

inundada
FLOODED that has been filled with water, usually with disastrous results. 

inverbio
INVERBIO see CRB INVERBÍO inverbio is nothing, but a mistake for taking part in the name of a company, as a bot



would do and not a human being. 

inverbio
INVERBIO see CRB INVERBÍO inverbio is nothing, but a mistake for taking part in the name of a company, as a bot
would do and not a human being. 

inverbio
INVERBIO see CRB INVERBÍO inverbio is nothing, but a mistake for taking part in the name of a company, as a bot
would do and not a human being. 

investigaciones
INVESTIGATIONS office of the civil police, body or conglomerate of civilian persons of the State engaged in police
service and criminal investigation.  Plural of RESEARCH

invitados
GUESTS pl .  of GUEST , sust .  a person who has been invited; p . p .  of the verb INVITE

involucionada
REGRESSED regressed in its evolutionary process. 

ir desnudo
GO NAKED walk without clothes or almost without clothes.  Figuratively, be fully exposed

ir guapo
GO HANDSOME be very well dressed and well presented. 

ir rápido
GO FAST walk or advance at a speed greater than adequate or normal. 

ireme
IREME pronominal way of saying "I will leave" 2 .  IREME, International Review of Mechanical Engineering, a journal
that publishes theoretical and practical articles on mechanical engineering.  3 .  IREME, Mexican company of
Engineering and Control Systems. 

ires y venires
COMINGS AND GOINGS Idioms or expression that refers to the ups and downs or viscicitudes experienced by a
situation or person.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be vicissitudes, high and low

iriqui
IRIQUI another spelling of IRIKI, Morocco's national park and lake of the same name.  2 .  Bag, type of backpack for
motorcyclists, with 4 modes of support, useful for hiking. 

irividos



IRIVIDOS pl .  probable error by INHIBITED , part .  of INHIBITING, preventing or repressed by order, fear or force to
perform an action or habit. 

irnico
IRNICO SPAM

iso ordinación
ISOORDINATION placement at the same hierarchical level.  In contrast SUBORDINATION is the placement under or
under the orders of a superior.  Instead, OVERORDINATION is the placement of people under your orders. 

isodiamétrica
ISODIAMETRIC f .  of ISODIAMETRIC, of 'equal' use; that have equal diameter . 

isodiamétrico
ISODIAMETRIC of iso, 'equal' and diametric, 'diameter'; that have equal diameter

isoptico
ISOPTICO SPAM

isóptica gerencial
ISOPTICA GERENCIAL The HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL ISOPTICA and PANOPTICON ARE TECHNIQUES TO
BUILD BUILDINGS FOR AUDITORIUMS SUCH AS CINEMAS, THEATERS, STADIUMS AND THE LIKE SO THAT ALL
SPECTATORS SEE AND HEAR WELL.  The MANAGERIAL isoptic is a euphemism that aims to signal the
management of direction so that all subordinates are comfortable and pleased. 

isóptico
ISOPTIC relative to the isoptic, condition of equal visibility for the whole audience to an event, which allows viewers to
fully visualize a specific area, usually the center of the stage In the case of vertical isoptic we must overcome the
difficulty of allowing a correct visibility in contiguous rows of spectators, which is usually achieved by staggering their
seats.  In the case of the horizontal isoptic, we must worry about the restriction of the viewing angles and potential
obstructions that the spectators will have towards the sports space where the show takes place.

it-bag
IT-BAG anglicism for 'It bag'; High price designer bag that has become a popular best-seller and are the brands that run
the fashion.  It emerged in the industry in the 1990s and 2000s.  Examples of handbag brands that have been
considered "it bags" are Gucci, Chanel, Hermès and Fendi

ite
ITE in Chile: acronym that corresponds to the Stamp Tax, which corresponds to the tax that must be paid when incurring
an agreement or contract involving a loan in money requested by a legal or natural person

iterativamente
ITERATIVELY in iterative form, repeating the process or action in a similar way to the previous time. 



ivora
Ivora spelling error by Yvora or YVÓRA, the first responsible jewelry brand inspired by Bolivian flora and fauna.  It
places emphasis on providing CONSCIOUS BEAUTY with its products. 

izaje
HOISTING Hoisting, slowly raising a flag, a charge or an anchor

iztatnanacatl
IZTATNANACATL Russula delica in Mexico: from Nahuatl, iztac, 'white; nanacate, 'mushroom'.  Mushroom of white hue
with spots, with funnel-shaped hat of 5 to 17 cm in diameter, with concave outer ring and inner circular depression.  Its
surface is scaly and its foot is short and white. 

ínclito
INCLITO from the Latin inclitus , famous , famous , famous; which is illustrious and well-known. 

îñr
IÑR shorthand by sir, type, so-and-so

jabirú americano
JABIRU AMERICAN Jabiru mycteria? ciconiforme bird of the family Ciconiidae; the largest stork in the Americas.  Its
habitat is shallow swamps, flooded savannas, rivers and grasslands, from which it obtains its food.  Nests in the
surrounding forests

jacanicuil
JACANICUIL See JINICUIL or cuajinicuil

jacho
JACHO 1 .  In Puerto Rico: rustic torch made, generally, of tabonuco wood.  2 .   Resinous wood, or bathed in resinous
or combustible materials, such as fats and oils that were used to light.  In Colombia JACHOSO means that it acts with
presumption and pride.  3 .  JACHO, most often strand or griya to rag wick, impregnated with kerosene gas that is
placed in a bottle. 

jactacioso
BOASTFUL MISTAKE BY JACTANCIOSO

jala bola
JALA BOLA see JALABOLAS in Venezuela : chupamedias , lameculos , servile , sycophantic . 

jalabolas
JALABOLAS Very well Leila, here.  I just want to add that in Chile and Mexico it is called chupamedias and in other
countries they are called lameculos.  The origin of this word is not that the testicles are stretched, which would be painful
torture.  Its origin in the old Venezuelan prison jargon since Dr.  José María Vargas to General Juan Vicente Gómez,
when prisoners wore ball shackles when performing forced labor or staying inside prison enclosures. Those inmates
with greater economic power or influence had their particular "jalabolas" who carried them or brought the heavy iron
balls they had chained to their ankles.  From there it became synonymous with servility, lack of shame for being



humiliated, lack of self-opinion, absolute submission.   . 

jalada
JALADA 1 .  part .  past the verb JALAR, 'to throw away, to consume cocaine or another aspirable drug' 2 .  Repl. 
masturbation

jareth
JARETH proper name of Germanic origin which means 'force of the spear'.  It is also given an English origin with
meaning of 'descendant'.  The truth is that it is of Hebrew origin because in the Bible Yared or Jared is mentioned,
firstborn son of Malael and father of Enoch II.  Appears in Genesis, ? where it is mentioned that he lived 962 years,
which places him as the second longest-lived man, after his grandson Methuselah (who is said to have lived 969 years). 

jartada
JARTADA In Colombia, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Venezuela: Eat food and drink avidly until satiated 2 .  colloquial, humorous. 
Vt.  : jartar (eating, in particular voraciously) 

jarte
JARTE in Colombia : Causing annoyance, annoyance, boredom or E]mamera

jasqueando
JASQUEANDO gerund of the verb JASQUEAR , pant

jasquear
JASQUEAR local voice of the Albuquerque region, Spain.  Gasp. 

jay
JAY Magpie, jay, pie Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be magpie

jay
JAY Artistic name of Puerto Rican singer-songwriter, dancer and producer José Ángel López Martínez, born in April,
1994. 2 .  Latin spelling, phonetics informal English greeting Hi, 'hello'

jayanazo
JAYANAZO in Colombia: person of great stature, even among the very tall.  It is derived from jayan, an adj.  which in
Colombia, Spain, Honduras and Nicaragua means rude, vulgar. 

já
JÁ SPAM

jequitiba
JEQUITIBA cariniana legalis, tree of Brazil, where it is called JEQUITIBÁ, whose wood is used for furniture and veneers.
 Several cities in Brazil have this name due to the beauty of the tree.  Soft and not very resistant wood. 



jergori
JERGORI or JERGORY masculine proper name Means cautious, alert. 

jeribilla
JERIBILLA See JIRIBILLA

jerifo
JERIFO French forestry company such as cleaning, clearing, felling, defoliation, defoliation, felling, pruning

jeringoza
SYRINGE JERIGONZal transpositionSpoken language in which syllables are transposed to make it cryptic

jesavel
JESAVEL aberrant deformation of Jezebel (Hebrew: ???????? |????????| Izével| Izável| ? Îzé?el |? Îz?? the|
traditionally interpreted as "unexumed") is the name of the queen of Israel that appears in the books of kings of the
Jewish and Christian Bibles.  She is a queen of Phoenician origin who re-established the cult of the Semitic gods Baal,
Asherah and El during her joint rule with Ahab, and was eventually thrown from the walls of her palace by her own
servants, according to tradition, fed up with their oppression and exaggeratedly libertine customs. 

jevita
"JEVITA Jevita" is a song by Venezuelan-American singer Simon Grossmann.  It is part of the album "Bahía Margarita"
released in 2021.  Jevita is the diminutive of jeva, affectionate way of naming the bride.  It may come from heavy or high
class, because in the Dominican Republic a young woman from high society is called jeva, although it is falling into
disuse because the synonym 'popi' is being used more and more. 

jezabel
JEZEBEL What a nice name! It means not exalted.  But in the Bible it is not very well put.  As queen of Israel she was
noted for her libidinous acts and was expelled and defenestrated by her subjects.  See jesavel

jhoi khoi
JHOI KHOI Brassica rapa subsp .  chinensis, is a variety of plant of the Family Brassicaceae, of the type known as bok
choy or pak choi, is one of the varieties of Chinese cabbage.  These chinensis do not form heads and have green,
smooth and dark leaves, such as spinach or chard, but with a strong white stem, forming a bouquet reminiscent of
celery or moztaza.  It reaches up to about 50 cms.  They are popular in southern and southeastern China.  In Chile and
Peru we call it Pak choi and in the United States bok choi is also used. 

jibarilla
JIBARILLA female diminutive of jíbaro, peasant.  Its origin is from the Taíno, and comes from India, where it is
designated as the humble peasants and means peasant of the mountain, montaraz.  In Cuba GUAJIRO is used with the
same meaning.  2 .  Today its meaning has spread and in particular in Colombia and Venezuela is called the dealer or
retailer of drugs such as marijuana, Ecstasy and cocaine.  3 .  In Puerto Rico he is a rustic and ignorant person, but
cunning.  4 .  Diminutive of jíbaro, Amerindian people of eastern Ecuador and Peru, famous for reducing heads to
minuscule sizes. 

jibarizar
JIBARIZAR literally reduce (heads) to a size of about 5 Cms high, work done by the jíbaros Indians or South American



Shuar tribe.   Once the head was cut off, the Shuar made an incision in the back and tore the skin off the skull.  With a
sharp element they took away his eyes, muscles and fat.  Then they put it on hot stones and covered it with sand.  With
the heat of the stone and sand on the skin, the head was reduced by a fifth of its size.  Figuratively, it is an allegory to
indicate a drastic reduction or dwarfing (of something) 

jijinga
JIJINGA name of people who are members of facebook .  JIJING, without end, is a type of fish that is sport-hunted
JIJIGA is the capital of the Somalia region in Ethiopia, since 1995, which in Somali is pronounced Jigjiga. 

jilear
JILEAR error or deformation of [G]GILEAR, derived from GIL, used in Chile and Peru with different meanings. 

jimnez
Jimenez spam

jinicuil
JINICUIL Nahuatl voice that comes from icxitllcuillli = 'crooked foot'.  Icxitl means 'foot' and Cuil means 'to bend'.  It is an
edible plant and fruit of the Fabaceae family, also called GUAMA Its fruit is a pod like beans of 30 cms.  and longer,
containing green and oval seeds.  These are roasted to eat as a treat with salt and ground chili; sometimes, once dried
and toasted they are used to make mole in the Totonac region of the coast of Veracruz.  It is said to improve and sexual
potency.  It is used in cases of respiratory disorders, anemia or hypertension. 

jinjol
JINJOL Ziziphus jujuba[/];  See JUJUBE

jio reacharge
JIO REACHARGE TYPO FOR JIO RECHARGE

jio recharge
JIO RECHARGE PLAN JIO is an indian telecomm company subdidiary of JIO Platforms, located in Mumbai, who offers
a national communication service who operates with the 22 telecom circles.

jiribilla
JIRIBILLA In addition to the varied and correct meanings mentioned can be added : In Cuba : http : //www . lajiribilla . cu
magazine on Cuban culture.  It inserts on the Internet an objective point of view on the Cuban cultural reality. In Mexico :
1 Grace, spark or charm that radiates a person in his activity : "I talk with Lezama through a wonderful medium called
Bethania, who is the angel himself of the jiribilla"2 Difficulty or complication that has something, although it is not easily
visualized: to have his jiribilla. 

jocoyol
JOCOYOL oxalis divergens, weed, common plant that occurs in the cornfields and euderals and stony parts of the upper
parts of Mexico. 

jocoyote
JOCOYOTE in Mexico , youngest son of a family



johnatan
JOHNATAN masculine given name of biblical origin, traditionally written as Jonathan.  Its corresponding Spanish is
Jonathan. 

jonia
JONIA Jonia is the name known for the center-west part of the ancient Greece known as Anatolia, today called asiatic
Greece, which also included adjacent islands. 2. A woman from the jonian region. Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be anatolia, west greece, asiatic greece

jonios
JONIOS Indo-European people who emigrated to Greece around 2000 BC. C .  Ionia is the name by which the
central-western coast of Anatolia, now called Asiatic Greece, was known in Ancient Greek times, and which also
included the surrounding islands. 

jonrón
JONRÓN anglicismo derived from Home run, race home', play of the sport of baseball, in which the batter bats the ball
in a way that allows him to travel the 4 bases, that is, the entire diamond, and score a run on the same play, without any
out or error of the defense being recorded. 

juanísimo
JUANÍSIMO usual appointment of JUANÍSIMO MAGNIFICO, character of the cartoon series The magic godfathers,
created by Nickelodeon.  He is a magical Spanish godfather, muscular, brunette, long hair combed in ponytail, with lilac
eyes, designed as a "Latin Lover".  He is an antagonist of the series and in many episodes goes to the conquest of
Wanda. 

juchi
JUCHI deformation of JOCHI, son of the Mongol emperor GENGHIS KHAN and Börte, his main wife.  He participated,
along with his brothers and uncles, in the conquest of Central Asia.  I don't know his date of birth, but it was around
1184.  His death occurred in 1227.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be jochi, yochi, jo?i, jöchi, juchi,
tui, dui 40, Turkish 41, 

juemaquina
JUEMAQUINA error by JUEMÁQUINA

juemáquina
JUEMÁQUINA interjection that denotes surprise, strangeness, incomprehension, contrariness, etc.  , by the speaker. 

julay
JULAY in Spain : Gil .  Easy person to fool.  2 .  In Spain : homosexual man. 

junquerista
JUNQUERISTA Supporter of Oriol Junqueras .  Oriol Junqueras Vies is a Spanish politician of Catalan independence
ideology, president of Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya since 2011. 

jupa de maní



PEANUT CUPAs see PEANUT SOUP

justificatoria
JUSTIFICATION that justifies , that explains

juyeyi
JUYEYI Instagram user, merchant who claims to produce the best hot dogs in Valencia.  He is a composer named
Julian who calls himself the Creole kennel. 

juzgadura
JUDGING error by judge, person who judges.  It could be a vulgarism by JUDGMENT, the action and effect of judging. 

juzgar de camisón
JUDGE OF NIGHTGOWN Judge formally, through courts.  I presume that the nightgown is a euphemism referring to the
toga or tunic worn by high court judges.

kairos
KAIROS I remember seeing the word without an accent, a perfume from the Angelo Sanzio brand launched in 2010, for
men and women.  But the right thing to do is to write KAIROS. 

kairós
KAIROS 1 . In Greek mythology, Kairos represents a different time span than the usual time, Cronus.  The time of
Cronos is linear, it passes and is consumed.  But Kairos is the moment when something important happens.  It is the
right time, called "God's time"2.  cologne for men of Nuancielo .  Launched in 2020. 

kale borroka
KALE BORROKA from the Basque kale, 'street', and borroka, 'fight', 'fight' is commonly used to refer to acts of street
violence.  It was widely used during periods of street violence in the Basque countries and Navarre, which was recorded
between the 90s and 2000s by leftist abertzsale groups. 

kalpana kumari
KALPANA KUMARI one of the KUMARI, a girl considered a living godess in Nepal. See KUMANI for a better
description.

kamala
KAMALA 1 .  It is the name of U.S. Vice President Kamala Harris, from the period 2021-2025.  That has brought interest
in the origin of that name.  She received it because her mother, Shyamala Gopalan was born in Madras, India (today
Chenai), and, therefore, hers is of Sanskrit origin.  2 .  There are two independent and unrelated sources.  First of all
Kámala is a name of Sanskrit origin meaning 'lotus, pale red' that could come from kâma, 'desire'.  The feminine term
kamalaa means Laksmi, who is the Hindu goddess of fortune, (according to the Bhagavata-purana – the purana are the main religious texts of the Hindus – the Sajitia-darpana, and the Kathá-sarit-ságara) wealth, or prosperity (according to the Subhashita-vali).  But, on the other hand, and having no relation to the above, in Arabic Kamal and Kamala means perfection, integrity.  3 .  Camala/E] with c, is part of a video game, and is the name of a milky way planet

kantuta
KANTUTA one of the two national flowers of Bolivia.  I will not say that they were consigned as national symbols in the
2009 Constitution so that the dictionary does not accuse me of plagiarism.  It is customary to write CANTUTA in the
Hispanic world. 



katherine
KATHERINE feminine name meaning white, immaculate.  Wikipedia claims to be of Greek origin, because Katharos is
pure, but I disagree, as it is part of Scandinavian mythology, from which Karen derives and which passed into Russian
Katherina, Katarina.  In English it is Catherine and her diminutives Kate, Katy, Kathy.  KATHERINE or Catherine was
Castilianized to Catalina in Spanish, and its diminutives Cate, Caty, Cata. 

katikushka
KATIKUSKA (THE RUSSIAN WOMAN) ZARZUELA IN TWO ACTS ORIGINAL BY EMILIO GLEZ DEL CASTILLO AND
MANUEL MARTI ALONSO.  Music by Pablo Sorozábal

keikovideo
KEIKOVIDEO Analogy to the Vladivideos filmed by Alberto Fuhimori's presidential adviser, Vlasimiro Montesinos, to the
people who ccorrompia The keikovideos are a group of videos made by Congressman Moisés Mamani of Fuerza
Popular, led by Keiko Fujimori, where Congressmen Kenji Fujimori, Bienvenido Ramírez, Guillermo Bocángel, advisor
Alexei Toledo, and others from Kenji's group,   , leader of a Fujimori dissident bloc of Popular Force give the opportunity
to Congressman Moises Mamani that his projects have privileged access with the Executive in exchange for voting
"against" in the second request for presidential vacancy against Pedro Pablo Kuczynski. 

kenjivideo
KENJIVIDEO see KEIKOVIDEO

kerber
KERBER Angelique Kerber , German professional tennis player  She made her WTA tour debut in 2003.  She managed
to be world No. 1 in the WTA rankings for the first time on September 12, 2016, at age 28, becoming the oldest player to
achieve it. 

kerkedé
KERKEDÉ error by KERKIDE, Greek word for each of the sections into which the theatron was divided and where the
audience attending the Greek theatre sat 2 .   Spanish company of the municipality of Talamanca de Jarama, Madrid,
founded in 1999, dedicated to the commercialization of restored and remodeled properties, as well as the repair and
restoration of plants, monuments and facades. 

kerkide
KERKIDE Greek word to name each of the sections in which the theatron was divided and where the audience attending
the Greek theater sat 2 .   Spanish company of the municipality of Talamanca de Jarama, Madrid, founded in 1999,
dedicated to the commercialization of restored and remodeled properties, as well as the repair and restoration of plants,
monuments and facades. 

khalani
KHALANI word of Hawaiian origin meaning 'sky, paradise' variants are kailani and kailani Kalani Brooke Hilliker is an
American dancer, actress and model who rose to fame in 2013 as a contestant on Lifetime Abby's Ultimate Dance
Competition and, later on Dance Moms, becoming a cast member.  Her participation was controversial because she had
Abby's preferences, but she was eventually eliminated. 

kimbundú
KIMBUNDÚ is an unofficial language anywhere in the world.  It belongs to the Bantu and Niger-Congolese languages,
and is only spoken in some regions of Uganda, especially Luanda, Vengo and Malanje.  Today about 3 million people



speak it. 

kinésicos
KINETIC PL .  of KINÉSICO, relative or belonging to body language

kintsugi
KINTSUGI is a technique of Japanese origin to fix fractures of ceramics with resin varnish sprinkled or mixed with gold,
silver or platinum powder.  In this way the scars are highlighted adorned and the pieces recover a new life and
appearance. 

kirieleisn
Kyrieleisn see KYRIE ELEISON, name of several prayers of the Christian rite

kk
KK Hip hop song by singer Wiz Khalifa whose lyrics talk about marijuana, its ownership and its use as a Rasta. 

kleenex
KLEENEX American brand of disposable paper handkerchiefs and the like. Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be clínex &#40,latinamerica&#41,

kofte
KOFTE Turkish beef dumplings is a family of different preparations made with minced meat and very common in the
Middle East, India and the Balkans. 

kollokon
KOLLOKON In Spain: urban spelling by high, loss of consciousness or temporary physiological disorder as a
consequence of abnormal or excessive intake of alcohol or drugs.  Drunkenness, loss of consciousness due to a vice. 
Being mentally or physically out of place. 

kotex
Kotex  a disposable absorbent pad (trade name Kotex); worn to absorb menstrual flow. Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be sanitary napkin, sanitary towel

kósher
KOSHER from the Hebrew 'fit, proper';  that complies with Jewish religious regulation regarding the foods eaten:
Separation of dairy and meat; animals slaughtered without suffering; prohibition of pig and other consumption.  You can
only eat salmon, grouper or sardine.  Fish with fins and scales.  These rules were set more than 5000 years ago to
optimize the health of the population.  For example, the ban on eating pork was because there was no cure against
trichinosis.  Jewish law prohibits the consumption of insects, reptiles and worms.  That is why vegetables should be
thoroughly washed.  Something natural today was not considered in the distant past.  2 .   ( establishment ) kosher :
which sells this type of food. 

kr
Kr Kripton, atomic element number 36. A noble gas found in the atmosphere in minimum quantities. Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be kripton



kucha
KUCHA ancient Buddhist kingdom whose territory is located in what is now Aksu Prefecture, in Xinjian, China.  It was a
branch of the Silk Road, which ran along the northern border of what is now the Taklamakan Desert. 

kum
KUM stands for RED in Mapudungun, the color of passion.  2 .  Kum is a river of Korea

kumpa
KUMPA deformation of 'cumpa', short for compadre

kun
KUN is the nickname of kun Agüero.  The nickname comes from his resemblance as a child to a character from a
Japanese cartoon strip that was called Kum Kum that Sergio read, and that is why his grandparents began to call him
Kun. 

kuna yala
KUNA YALA Ancient name of Guna Yala, an indigenous region of Panama.  Original. It was called San Blas until 1998,
when it was renamed Kuna Yala.  In 2010 it was changed to Guna Yala, as Guna is the indigenous community that lives
in that region.   It is an archipelago of 400 islands of which 49 are inhabited by about 62. 000 gunas, on the east coast of
the Caribbean. 

la barca de caronte
CHARON'S BOAT in Greek mythology Caron or Charon (meaning intense brilliance) was the boatman who transported
the souls of the newly dead down the river Acheron (and not the Styx, as some write, including Virgil in the Aeneid), to
Hades, where they would dwell for all eternity.  He transported them in a totally rusty boat, aided by a pole. 

la cresta de la lumbre
THE CREST OF THE FIRE See STONE OF ALUM

la manada
LA MANADA THE HERD. Name of a group of a rapists band that violated a girl in Pozoblanco (Cordova), in the
alborade of the 7 of July, 2016, during the San Fermín's festival. A group of 5 sevillans violated a girl of 18 in a portal
downtown de Navarra capital. Judges gave them a ridiculous penalty and the whole Spain went to the streets, specially
the feminist mouvements, against this aberrant veredict. After a new trial La MANADA was condemned to 9 years of
prison. An appeal to the Supreme Court finally increased it to 15 years in jail. Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be the herd

la maquina
THE MACHINE spelling error by THE MACHINE .  Nickname of a formation of the River Plate club that won 10 official
titles during the 1940s, considered as the best team in the world at the time, and one of the most notorious in the history
of World football and the best in Argentine football. 

la máquina
LA MÁQUINA formed the River Plate club that won 10 official titles during the 1940s, considered the best team in the
world at the time, and one of the most outstanding in the history of world football and the best in Argentine football.  It is
remembered in particular to the front composed of Juan Carlos Muñoz, José Manuel Moreno, Adolfo Pedernera, Ángel



Labruna and Félix Loustau. 2 .  Nickname given to some elite athletes for being indefatigable and almost impossible to
beat: Djokovic could be called The Machine. 

la niña
THE GIRL There are two supplementary phenomena: that of the Child and that of the Girl.  The La Niña phenomenon
can last from 9 months to 3 years and according to its intensity is classified as weak, moderate and strong.  It is stronger
the shorter its duration, and its greatest impact on weather conditions is observed in the first 6 months of the
phenomenon's life.  The effect in Chile is to transfer the morning trough from the coastal zone, covering the city area at
medium altitude, so that temperatures increase and endure due to the greenhouse effect, but by the same coverage the
peaks that occur during the Niño current are not reached. 

la palabra after
THE WORD AFTER from the English AFTER, 'after'.  Neologism to designate the activity that takes place after (after)
the reel (party or event).  It's usually about having sex. 

la palabra follage
THE WORD FOLIAGE is a spelling error for FOLIAGE, set of leaves and branches of a tree 2 .  Ornament made of
branches and leaves. 

la palabra hema
THE WORD HEMA HEMA is not a word but a suffix from the Greek haima, and means BLOOD: Hematology,
hematocrit, hematoma, red blood cells, hemagglutinin

la palabra jacho
THE WORD JACHO see JACHO , torch

la palabra selah
THE WORD SELAH Does not have a clear meaning today.  I who pray in Hebrew understood it all my life as resembling
the amen, that is, that it be so or blessed.   (It's what I remember my mother explaining to me that she was a philologist
and spoke Hebrew and 13 other languages).  But as almost every time it comes out at the end of the verses in the
psalms, which were sung, it seems that it was a musical notation, of which there are many in the scrolls, as an aid to the
singer who reads in the tabernacle. 

la soporto
I ENDURE expression that means that it endures (something, someone, a situation).  It is a phrase that is commonly
used in a negative way: I can't stand it! in the sense of being saturated, of hating someone or something. 

la trinidad
The Trinity is the central dogma about the nature of God in most Christian churches.  It postulates that God is a unique
being who exists as three distinct persons or hypostases: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.

la vela puerca
LA VELA PUERCA Uruguayan alternative rock band, Ska; Ska punk; Reggae; Pop rock, formed in Montevideo in 1995,
composed by Sebastián Teysera, alias El Enano; Nicolas Mandril Lieutier; Sebastián Cebolla Cebreiro; José Pepe
Canedo; Rafael Di Bello; James Butler; Carlos Coli Quijano and Alejandro Piccone .  Candle in jargon is a joint or large
joint.  



lactalbúmina
LACTALBUMIN Lactalbumin is a protein present in mammalian whey and is particularly high in concentration in human
milk.  Its function is to synthesize lactose by regulating the enzyme galactosyl transferase mammary

ladrones según rodolfo hernández
THIEVES ACCORDING TO RODOLFO HERNÁNDEZ What a curious request this is! Thieves are the ones who steal,
and it does not matter how each one understands it, but the definition is very clear and without ambiguity. 

ladrón de guante blanco
THIEF OF WHITE GLOVE variant of the expression THIEF OF NECK AND TIE, that is, criminal who steals as an
official, executive or some position of responsibility, abusing the prerogatives of his office or facilities to be corrupt.  The
white glove is an outfit that constitutes elegance, as well as the white collar, or the collar and tie. 

ladyva
LADYVA Contraction of Lady, 'lady' and diva, artistic star, alias of one of the best woogie boogie pianists in the world.  2
.  The diva can be any first stage, opera, music or film actress. 

laid back
LAID BACK in English 'relaxed' thrown back, looking back (allusion to horse racing, when the rider wins comfortably and
can turn to look at the second is) 

laionell
LAIONELL Linguistic aberration of the English name LIONEL, which in Spanish is Leonel and , which has sometimes
resulted in Lionel.  It corresponds almost to the phonetic writing of the name in English (as it should have only a final L). 

lalomania
LALOMANÍA from the Greek lalein, 'to speak' and mania, 'madness, obsession'; obsession with talking

lambucio
LAMBUCIO greedy person with issues of small value 2 .  In Venezuela and Colombia: person who is always thinking
about eating, person who eats continuously between meals

lambucios
LAMBUCIOS pl .  by LAMBUCIO

lamparorrea
LAMPARORREA 1 .  in Ecuador: sick attitude of the person who is boasted of what he has or more, or what he is or will
do in an effort to be admired for it.  2 .  in Chile : in medicine : which suffers from lamparones i.e. excoriations in the
mouth of children due to the decomposition of milk. 

lampido
LAMPIDO Lampa means miner's shovel in Quechua.  Then lampazo or LAMPIDO is a shovel or pallet with the lamp.  In
Chile: The inhabitants of the commune of Lampa, province of Chacabuco in the Metropolitan Region, are called
lampinos. 



lance de rugby
LANCE DE RUGBY placaje , mele

langaroso
LANGAROSO Langar in the Sikh religion is a soup kitchen where communal food is served in a gurdwara to all visitors,
without distinctions of race, gender, ethnicity, religion, or personal wealth.  In Chile it is an ING that serves vegan food to
the homeless.  A langaroso is the one who receives this help. 

lanza gases
LANZA GASES error by GAS LAUNCHER, weapon or apparatus that disperses gases.  While it might sometimes have
a laudable goal like putting out an oil well fire or eliminating a pest, in most cases it will be to quell, intoxicate or repel, as
is also the case with the FLAMETHROWER.

lanzamoscas
FLY LAUNCHERS drone that spreads male flies from 200 meters high, sterilized with nuclear technology to combat
pests that transmit diseases such as tsetse.  The idea is that males mate without producing offspring, gradually reducing
the population.  It is a UN project that started in Ethiopia in 2017. 

lanzar diatribas
THROW DIATRIBES See DIATRIBE, Issue threats and insults, be aggressive and insolent verbally. 

lanzar improperios
THROWING EXPLETIVES Say doodles

laringologa
LARYNGOLOGIST SEE LARYNGOLOGIST and OTOLARYNGOLOGIST

larretismo
POLITICAL LARRETISMO or ideology of Horacio Antonio Rodríguez Larreta, Argentine politician and economist, head
of Government of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires since December 10, 2015.  He was re-elected in 2019. ?
Larreta was guilty of the suicide of René Favaloro, the discoverer of the coronary bypass.  In 1971, he returned from
England to Argentina to the private sanatorium Güemes, by the hand of his friend the interventional cardiologist Luis de
la Fuente.  The military government strangled the famous Favaloro Foundation for Teaching and Medical Research by
not paying the bills owed by state agencies, PAMI and IOMA, among others.  Having sent 7 letters from President de la
Rua down, justice had determined a 'mandatory violation'.  When a possible exit was seen, Larreta, in an infamous
attitude, prevented the payment of the same.  Favaloro was left with no way out and shot himself in the heart. 

las nadies
THE NOBODIES see THE NOBODIES

latifoliado
LATIFOLIATE planifolio, broad-leaved and flat tree, which produces leafiness, unlike conifers, which have narrow and
ACICULAR leaves. 

latifoliados



LATIFOLIADOS pl .  of LATIFOLIADO

latinoamericanización
LATIN AMERICANIZATION identification of a country or society with Latin American culture. 

lauburu
LAUBURU means 4 heads; neologism created by a Zamorano monk at the end of the seventeenth century to designate
the cross of four equal and curvilinear arms in the form of a comma, in a formation similar to the swastika, today a
characteristic symbol of Basque identity, but which is very frequently found among the artistic representations of some
European peoples, such as the Celts and Germans,   for example, in Visigothic drawings and carvings. 

lauricius
LAURICIUS in Spain: Latin word that means 'laureate, honored, honored' and that the Roman people gave as a name to
the town of Almeria where the wines of the homonymous wines were given their origin. 

lauricius
LAURICIUS in Spain: Latin word that means 'laureate, honored, honored' and that the Roman people gave as a name to
the town of Almeria where the wines of the homonymous wines were given their origin. 

lavalozas
LAVALOZAS detergent to cut grease and facilitate the washing of dishes, glasses, pots and cutlery

laverne
LAVERNE is a feminine English name, derived from Latin, meaning 'spring'; surely he refers here to LAVERNE COX
(1972- ).   American actress, reality TV star, television producer, and LGBT rights advocate]? She is known for her role
as Sophia Burset in the Netflix series Orange Is the New Black, in 2015 and 2016.  the first transgender woman to be
nominated for an Emmy in the category of best actress, and the first to be nominated for an Emmy since composer
Angela Morley in 1990.  First trans to appear on the cover of Time magazine. 

lágrimas
TEARS 1 .  Pieces of glass or carved glass with which the corresponding tear lamps were made, which multiplied the
light reflections giving greater illumination along with providing luxury and ostentatious decoration in palace halls,
theaters and operas and enclosed areas of large audiences.  2 .  Discharge from the eye glands with which the outer
surface of the eye is lubricated and cleaned.  They are also activated when suffering a great sorrow, generating crying

lámina metálica
METAL SHEET any piece made of any metallic material whose thickness is of the order of millimeters

learnability
LEARNABILITY anglicism derived from LEARN, 'to learn';  ability to learn

lebato
LEBATO by 796, Lebato is one of the resettlers of Castile, once all the Moors were expelled from the sector The
chronicles say "two rich owners called Lebato and Muniadona lowered the gorges of Mount Ordunte through the port of
Tornos towards the valley of Mena.  With them were people from their house, servants eager to get out of the



narrowness of the Asturian valleys.  Lebato eliminated all traces of Muslim occupation and initiated the repopulation and
organization of the area." His sons, Abbot Vitulo and priest Ervigio, continued their work taking advantage of the
influence of the family in the area Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be lebato is a Spanish surname
also spelled lebato, meaning 39, blessed 39, 

lectófilo
LECTOPHILE who is attracted to reading

legulelo
LEGULELO spelling error by LEGULELLO, a person who abides too much by regulations and laws or who likes to
process everything legally. 

lengua de dragón
DRAGON TONGUE sansevieria trifasciata dracaena trifasciata house plant very desired for its minimal care, be
practically immortal and favor the cleanliness of the air.  Lanceolate plant originally from North Africa to Nigeria, it was
traditionally included in the lilac family, but modern phylogenetic studies moved it in 2017 to the genus Asparagaceae. 

lentejuelas
SEQUINS Sequins are small shiny lamellae, usually lentil-shaped or circular, used for decorative purposes.  They are
often made of metallic material so that they reflect light powerfully, causing flashes in the suits to which they are sewn. 
They are found in a wide variety of colors, sizes and shapes, both geometric and square or starry.  Typical of party
costumes, artists, bullfighters, dancers and people who perform under the spotlight

leptoquark
LEPTOQUARK particle physics: hypothetical particle that would interact with quarks and leptons.  They are colored
triplet bosons bearing lepton and baryonic numbers.  His other quantum numbers, such as spin, electric charge
(fractional), and weak isospin vary between theories. 

leri
LERI Acronym of the Laboratory of Evolution and Interpersonal Relations of the School of Psychology of the University
of Chile and is located at av.  Ecuador 3650 , Santiago de Chile

lesbi
LESBIAN APOCOPE LESBI

lesbofóbica
LESBOPHOBIC person who hates lesbian women. 

lesión cutánea atrófica
ATROPHY SKIN LESION Wound on the skin of a reducing or atrophying nature, either in size and / or number, with the
consequent decrease in volume, weight and functional activity caused by the scarcity or delay in the nutritional process. 

leucocito
LEUKOCYTE for a detailed description resort to WHITE BLOOD CELLS



levantar anclas
LIFT ANCHORS see LIFT ANCHORS

levantar anclas
LIFT ANCHORS see LIFT ANCHORS

levantarse las nubes
LIFT THE CLOUDS clear the sky, clear

levantóse
LENANTÓSE stood up, third-person verbal form of the pret.  Indefinite verb GET UP

levar anclas
A cam is an artifact that converts circular motion into a rectilinear one, or vice versa.  On ships, one anchor is usually
placed at the stern and two at the bow, which are hoisted with a cam consisting of a barrel that vertically raises the chain
and winds it around the reel.  Hence the anchor is lifted (and not lifted). 

levítica
LEVÍTICA relative or pertaining to the Levitical, third book of the Pentateuch. 2. Levite, a person pertaining to the levite
tribe Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be levite

lérida
LÉRIDA is a colombian municipality in the north of the department of Tolima, which is located in the central-western
region of Colombia.  2 .  City and capital of the homonymous province of Catalonia, whose official name in Catalan is
Lleida and whose meaning is spring. 

liatn
Liatn spam

liberación recíproca
RECIPROCAL RELEASE prisoner exchange between two countries

liberadla
LIBERADLA fronominal form of the second-person imperative mode of the verb LIBERAR, dejar en libertad . 

libertad de reunión
FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY Constitutional right of citizens to come together to deliberate or carry out activities of their
interest that do not contravene the same constitution or the laws. 

librería-papelería
BOOKSTORE-STATIONERY store where they sell articles of eacritirio and also school books or other topics. 

libro sorpresa



SURPRISE BOOK In Mexico: monthly subscription that distributes a monthly book for children, according to the age of
each one, those who capture their imagination and taste for reading

libro-sorpresa
BOOK-SURPRISE In Mexico: monthly subscription that distributes a monthly book for children, according to the age of
each one, those who capture their imagination and taste for reading. 

ligera de cascos
LIGHT HELMETS good for having sex, (woman) libidinous, which easily goes to bed. 

ligonas
LIGONAS f .  pl.  of LIGÓN, man who flirts easily and frequently. 

limitacin
SPAM LIMITATION

limitación geográfica
The Geographic Limitation Model (MLG) is a theory of latter-day Saint Movement (also known as Mormonism) scholars. 
It is claimed that the Book of Mormon would be a historical record of people that takes place in a limited geographical
region rather than throughout the Americas, as some members of Latter-day Saints believe. 

limpiapies
FOOT CLEANER doormat that is placed at the entrance of an enclosure so that people who enter first scrub or scrub
the plants of their footwear and enter with them clean of dirt, but now they also sterilize when they have incorporated
diluted quaternary ammonium

lindísimo
CUTE Superlative of cute. 

linuxero
LINUXERO LINUX is an alternative open-source (free of payment) platform, a family of Unix-like operating systems
based on the Linux kernel, (an operating system kernel first released on September 17, 1991), where you might install
SW user's systems, SW programs, SW applications (app). UNIX competes with Windows platform, a payed operative
system. LINUXERO is a person who works or plays under the Linux environment.

lionel
LIONEL or Neonel .  Derived from Leonellus, leoncito . 

lip sync
LIP SYNC abbreviation of 'lip synchronization' or lip sync, which are articulated pretending to be singing, while playing
the playback. 

literatura de masas
MASS LITERATURE publications of books exceeding 200. 000 copies as first edition. 



literatura japonesa
JAPANESE LITERATURE refers to the works that make up, in general, what is written and published by Japanese
authors. 

literatura popular
POPULAR LITERATURE There are two definitions of this.  One is the repertoire that encompasses literary works
produced by the people, transmitted by the people or intended for consumption by the people, whether oral or written. 
Another is assimilated to paraliterature, narrative texts characterized by their general acceptance by the general public,
constituting a cheap and widespread form of entertainment, such as mystery, pink, adventure or police novels, science
fiction and comics or comics. 

litigacin
SPAM LITIGATION

litografa
SPAM LITHICGRAPH

litogrfica
LUTOGRFICA SPAM

litotoma
LITOTOMA SPAM

litotomía
Lithotomy common position of legs flexed and raised by the knees to perform surgical procedures and medical
examinations involving the pelvis and lower abdomen, as well as a common position for childbirth in the West.  . 

líbano
LEBANON toponym Lebanon, in Arabic Lebnan, a Middle Eastern country that borders Israel to the south and Syria to
the rest of its land borders, comes from the Phoenician derived from the Semitic root LBN (white), by the snow-capped
peaks of its mountains.  This same root gave us the word benzine.  Laban in Arabic means milk.  The Republic of
Lebanon derives from the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire, after the First World War.   In 1922, at the San Remo
Conference, the League of Nations divided the domain of ancient Syria between the United Kingdom, which received
Transjordan and Palestine, and France, which received what became present-day Syria and Lebanon. 

línea divisoria de aguas
WATERSHED LINE A fictitious line separating two contiguous watersheds or bodies of water

llaco
LLACO is a town in los Lagos Region, in southern Chile.  It is situated southwest of Huito, and north of Catrúe.  Could it
be the Yaco, ? Also known as the Yaco Parrot, African Grey Parrot, Red-tailed Grey Parrot, is a species of bird in the
Psittacidae family, endemic to the African rainforest.  It is unmistakable in appearance, due to its black beak, its gray
plumage and its red tail.

llamados



CALLED pl .  of CALL , Invocation , request , request for presentation or conversation : call of reclu si

llenar la pilgua
Fill the pilgua Get drunk.  See PILGUA

llenarse de zozobra
FILL YOURSELF WITH ANXIETY anguish

lluvia marrón
BROWN RAIN GOLDEN RAIN is the act of urinating on your sexual partner.  Hence the BROWN RAIN, which consists
of defecating on the body of your sexual partner.  If defecation is done over the mouth then it is called CAVIAR in sexual
jargon

lo hubieras dicho antes
YOU WOULD HAVE SAID IT BEFORE expression that denotes first ignorance of something that is mentioned and
second, that accepts or recognizes the validity of it as better or superior to what has already been defined, decided or
concretized. 

lo sabia pero tuve que morderme la lengua
I KNEW IT BUT I HAD TO BITE MY TONGUE Watch my tongue bite

lo secular
SECULAR See SECULAR

lo verdadero
THE TRUE what is true

loables
LAUDABLE pl .  of LAUDABLE, deserving of praise. 

lobeznos
WOLVERINES pl .  of WOLVERINES

locera
LOCERA In Chile, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Ecuador : Person who manufactures or sells ceramic
and earthenware objects.  In Chile: person who lays tiles and tiles. 

locuaces
LOCUACES pl .  of loquacious who is a good conversationalist, extrovert, 

lodo barbotina
MUD BARBOTINA barbotina derives from the French babarbotine 'slide';  type of engobe, porridge or mixture of clay
and water with a muddy or pasty consistency, suitable for making strawberry or ceramic items. 



loja verde
LOJA VERDE Loja is a shop in Portuguese.  Loja verde is the sports shop of the Spoting Club of Portugal. 

loky
LOKY With i Latina, LOKI, is the God of deception, of lies, in a Marvel series.  which can be seen at Disney Chanel.  2 . 
2021 film.  The word itself has no special meaning

lombardismo
LOMBARDISMO Line of thought and action of Hernán Santiago Lombardi (1960), Argentine engineer and politician who
was secretary of tourism in 1999 with de la Rua, comptroller of the APN (Administration of National Parks) and then,
when de la Rua unified the secretaries of Tourism, culture and sports, was in charge of this. 

lombardos
LOMBARDOS pl .  of LOMBARD, inhabitant of Lombardy, one of the twenty regions of Italy. 

londrestán
LONDONTAN is a euphemism for stating that London has become a Muslim site, plagued by them, coming from
countries like Pakistan, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan and others that are Muslim and do not have that ending. 

longetividad
LONGETHIVITY Quality of longevity .  The term accepted by the RAE is LONGEVITY.  The term for the quality of LONG
is LONG or LONG.  LENGTH

longusimo
LONGUSIMO SPAM

lookbook
LOOKBOOK literally 'book to look at'; collection of photographs compiled to show a model to an agency or its clients;
also for samples of photographer, style, stylist or clothing line.  In the middle it is called only 'book' because everyone
understands it in context.  Usually, bloggers or vloggers will "model" fashion looks for that month or season.

los cuatros nórdicos
THE NORDIC FOUR refers to the Nordic countries, which are actually 5: Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland and
Iceland.  Denmark is the least Nordic country of the 5 as it is even south of Scotland and at the height of Lithuania and
Latvia and south of Estonia.  Its inclusion is based rather on being a Scandinavian country, as are Sweden and Norway. 

los nadie
THE NOBODY valid expression to refer to the groups of people who are invisible by society.  It is also accepted THE
NOBODIES and their feminine. 

los nadies según francia márquez
FRANCE ELENA MÁRQUEZ is the vice president of Colombia since 2022, environmental activist, feminist,
Afro-descendant, lawyer.  She has the universal concept that they are the nobodies (or the nobodies), people who have
no value or significance to society, at least no more than animals or slaves, as were their ancestors who originally
arrived on the American continent. 



lotificaciones
LOTIFICATIONS see LOTO

lqa
LQA in Chile : Empresas LQA is a group of companies of management and management services of architecture,
construction and engineering projects. 2 .  Leading Quality Assurance, a company dedicated to ensuring that the best
hotels in 130 countries in the world provide a service of maximum excellence. 

ltea
Ltea spam

lucio de mar
LUCIUS OF SEA esox Lucius Lucius Lucius is Roman and comes from lux, 'light'.  It means something like 'the
luminous, the resplendent' or also 'the born at dawn'.  His feminine is Lucia.  But it's actually called pike because that's
what the Polish weapon it resembles was called.  They also call it crocodile fish (its head is similar to that of a crocodile).
It is relative to call him Lucio de mar because he moves between fresh and salty waters, when he can. Pike is a species
of actinopterygian esociform in the family freshwater esocids. 

ludificación
TING conversion into a game, make something, like learning, a game. 

lumpanar
LUMPANAR place where lumpen proliferates.  Not to be confused with LUPANAR, place where sex trade takes place,
brothel. 

luna lunera
LUNA LUNERA Song by Eydie Gorme (pronúnciase Gormé) with the ensemble of (trio) Los Panchos .  This version is
one more of many of the traditional children's song that the grandmothers sang: LUNA LUNERA / cascabera / go and
tell my little love (to my little girl, in the original version) / for God who loves me / tell him to die / to have compassion / tell
him to take pity on my heart.  In the opening verse the / tell him that I die / and following is replaced by / tell him that I do
not live from so much suffering / tell him that next to me I should return. / It is also a cumbia recorded by the Argentine
group Los Palmeras.  LUNERA is a word that does not exist, that has no specific meaning, and that is used to rhyme
and construct a melodic and sticky phrase. 

luneo
LUNEO In Mexico : primera pers .  of the pte .  Indicative of the verb LUNEAR, go hunting, go fishing or walking. 

luniega
LUNIEGA restaurant in León , Spain valued by tourists in trio advisor .  It means relative to the Moon, to distinguish from
lunatic, which means crazy, insane

lycaon pictus
LYCAON PICTUS scientific name of the LYCAON or African wild dog.  It derives from the ancient Greek LICAON, 'wolf'

lynchiana



LYNCHIANA f .  of LYNCHIANO, relative to or belonging to the American film director David Keith Lynch who is also a
screenwriter, actor and producer of electronic music. ? His artistic activity also extends to the field of painting, music,
advertising, photography, and even furniture design. It could, analogously refer to the conqueror of Lima, Peru in the
War of the Pacific, the prominent Chilean sailor, politician and military Patricio Javier de los Dolores Lynch and Solo de
Saldívar.  Patricio Lynch was Vice Admiral of the Chilean Navy, General-in-Chief of peru's occupation army, and Chile's
minister plenipotentiary in Spain. 

mac and cheese
MAC AND CHEESE in English 'mac with cheese' or cheeseburger; Laminated cheeseburger made by the McDonald's
franchise Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be cheeseburger, cheeseburger

macanilla
MACANILLA Astrocaryum jauari plant species of the palm family, genus Astrocaryum Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be corozo 40 , alto orinoco 41 , , macanilla , albanico , jauary , sanari , sawarí , tucum 40 , brasil 41 , ,
chambira 40 , colombia 41 , , 

maccarthismo
MACCARTHYISM anti-communist current promoted by Senator Maccarthur in which those who promoted policies and
ideologies of the extreme left in the United States were persecuted and imprisoned, once the Second War was over. 
Hollywood was especially affected by this persecution.  The Russian secret service, the KGB, has today recognized the
tremendous success they had with their plan to destroy American democracy by infiltrating and ideologizing the youth so
that they would lose patriotism, their love for the flag and other values.  They had given themselves 50 years and they
achieved it in a generation. 

machuelo herramienta
MACHUELO Type of steel drill bit that when penetrated generates a thread or thread that allows greater grip to the
screw that will be entered later. 

macrobatería
MACROBATTERY 1 .  Important set (of measures, laws, loans, etc.  )  2 .  Musical instrument of great proportions.  3 . 
Gunboat or set of high-powered cannons

macroestudio
MACROESTUDIO a large study, much higher in extent or spectrum than the usual studies. 

macrojuicio
MACROJUICIO judicial process that includes many people or various criminal acts associated with each other. 

macropantalla
MACROSCREEN giant screen, such as those put on the public road for passers-by to stop to watch a game, an
election, an F1 race, the arrival of man on Mars, the super bowl or some other spectacular event. 

macrosesión
MACRO SESSION of large size, of great duration or of great importance



macrosumario
MACROSUMMARY Summary of great magnitude . 

made in
MADE IN English voice over meaning 'made in'

madre mánager
MOTHER MANAGER derived from the English MOMAGER, contraction of mom, mom and manager, manager; they are
nicknamed this way to mothers of celebrities who are also managers of their children. 

madre tigre
MADRE TIGRE are highly demanding mothers with their children, with high expectations, they do not accept grades
below the excellent.  Term initiated by Amy Chua in her book "tiger mother, lion sons"

madreñas
MADREÑAS Rustic wooden clog, usually with small cleats on the sole and finished in a tip turned upwards. 

madreñero
MADRELERO Manufacturer or seller of MADREÑAS .  Madreñas are traditional Asturian shoes made from a single
piece of wood.  Its origin is due to the fact that they allowed walking without filling the feet with mud when the roads were
unpaved.  For that reason, they traditionally carried nails although now they are also designed without them because
they can slip due to contact with concrete or street tiles.

magnamidad
MAGNAMITY error by MAGNANIMITY

magnaminidad
MAGNANIMITY benevolence, ability to forgive and act always under an ethical criterion.  According to Aristotle an
oersona magna sets the highest goals in her life that she is able to realize and then untenta fulfill them. 

magnetoelctrico
MAGNETOELCTRICO SPAM

maicillo de maiz
CORN CORN BUG BY CORN MAICILLO

maicillo de maíz
CORN MAICILLO in Bolivia and Peru: biscuits and masitas based on corn flour. 

making of
MAKING OF anglicism .  In the cinema: making-of, 'how it was done, so it was done, behind the cameras or trascámara';
documentary video that shows how the production of a film or a television program was, but that can also be applied to
other works such as video games.  It can last a couple of minutes or up to two full hours, and become more important
than what is being reported. 



makurka
MAKURKA See MACURCA Agujetas

mal estado
BAD CONDITION in bad or ruinous conditions, decomposed

mal polvo
BAD DUST in sexual intercourse: means that one or both participants did not have the expected satisfaction or
pleasure.  Usually, it means that it has not been possible to reach the climax. 

mal polvo
MAL POLVO Bad fuck Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be poor fuck, bad coitus

mala suerte
BAD LUCK It's not in my repertoire.  Bad luck does not exist.  It's an excuse to justify failures. 

malapropismo
MALAPROPISM Anglicism derived from 'malapropism' use of a paronymous word "malapropiamente" .  Usually it is a
lapse lingue: "Nothing can come out salt" or "My dad likes piles" (for capers) "It turned out prefect" , "They took his
genital footprints"

maleable
MALLEABLE Metallurgy: which can decompose into sheets of little thickness 2 .  That can be molded or worked with
ease

maletica
SUITCASE DIMINUTIVE MALETICA; small suitcase

malifica
MALIFIES error for MALEFICENT, evil

malla negra
BLACK MESH shade mesh, protection of works, perimeter closure or security, are typical black and green, but there are
also white and beige.  2 .  Derived from the French jersey, mesh (black) ballet.  There are several models such as the
Agnes, Odette and Angela. 

malpario
MALPARIO vulgarism, contraction of MAL PARIDO

maltn
MALTN SPAM

malu



MALU Paz , in Hawaiian .  Women named María Lucía, María Luz or María de la Luz, are nicknamed Malú, after
Chilean actress Malú Gatica and Spanish artist Malú, actually María Luisa Sánchez Benítez. 

mama ccacca
MAMA CCACCA words that the little ones emit when they want to be taken to the bathroom.  2 .  MAMA CACA , song
by the group La Trinca, from the album Trempera matinera (1977) 3.  Children's song by Oriol Canals n Amazon Music,
available on Amazon is

mamagüebo
MAMAGÜEBO deformation of mamaguevo, more correctly written, because it derives and is a contraction of suckling
eggs, that is, committing fellatio.  It is an insult commonly used in Venezuela and the Dominican Republic. 

mamanivideo
NAMANIVIDEO see KEIKOVIDEO

mamá ripio
MOM RIPIO in Dominican Republic : Woman of 30 years or more who is naughty with her gravel and is always willing to
do everything in order not to look old and finished. 

mamotrética
MAMOTHERMIC f .  of MAMOTRETIC , relating to a MAMMOTH , large book

manazo
MANAZO Manotazo

mancerista
MANCERISTA in Cuba: error by MANSERISTA , Person who manipulated the artesa (way) that was placed under the
maces of the trapiche to receive the cane juice. 

mandar indirectas
SEND HINT HINT; express with overlapping words or actions a message to a person who hears or sees: He sent me
hints, insinuating me to resign. 

mandíbulas
JAWS pl .  of JAW 2 .  Tips of the tongs.  3 French movie (2020) in which two guys find a giant fly in the trunk of a car
and decide to tame it in order to get rich in the short term.   . 

manducacin
MANDUCACIN SPAM

mangance
MANGANCE in Spain : urban language : mangante , que manga o roba 2 .  Shameless, lazy



mangurrián
MANGURRIAN uncivil person of rough and feral ways (who has become wild).  2 .  Beer from the Canary Islands. 

manriquea
MANRIQUEA relative or belonging to Jorge Manrique (1440-1479), poet of the pre-Renaissance and, like Cervantes,
man of arms and Castilian letters, member of the House of Manrique de Lara, one of the oldest families of the Castilian
nobility.  His poem Coplas a la muerte de su padre is a classic of Spanish literature. 

mantenerse calmado
STAY CALM Stay calm, don't speed up. 

mantralización
Mantralization conversion of a prayer into a mantra In Buddhism and Hinduism are part of meditation or invocation to
some divinity.  A mantra is a set of syllables, words, or phrases that are recited repeatedly and monotonously.  OM is a
mantra that is reiterated with the tip of the index fingers and thumb in contact.   . 

mapires
MAPIRES pl de MAPIR photographic machines, equipment and software oriented to the taking of aerial photographs. 

mapping
MAPPING anglicism by 'mapping', mapping action, drawing a map

mapudungo
MAPUDUNGO derivation of MAPUDUNGÚN, an unwritten language spoken by the Mapuche of Chile and Argentina. 
MAPUDUNGO is a town located in Copiapó, 806 kms.  north of Santiago

maquillada
MAKEUP f .  of p. p .  of the verb MAKEUP, cover with makeup, improve the presentation and appearance (of
something, of a face).  S.  action of makeup, embellishing to beautify: give a makeup. 

maquinadas
MACHINING MACHINING , pl .  MACHINING, a plan that is secretly drawn up between two or more people that may be
beneficial to them or harmful to third parties, but generally has a taste for evil, that is, a negative connotation. 

mar de mármara
SEA OF MARMARA inland sea linking the Black Sea and the Aegean Sea, and thus separates the Asian part of Turkey
from the European part through the Bosphorus Strait and the Dardanelles Strait. 

maracay
MARACAY Venezuelan city, capital of the state of Aragua and the municipality of Girardot, located in the central region
of Venezuela, at the foot of the Cordillera de la Costa, and is located 109 km southwest of the city of Caracas. 

marapi
MARAPI worker of MARAPIE, Port Group of Economic Interest, of the port of Algeciras, Cádiz, Andalusia.  



maravilla del perú
WONDER OF PERU tourist place of great attraction that is located in the Peruvian territory. 

marcadas
MARKED f .  and pl .  of MARKED, which has urinated in a place confirming its dominance and authority in that territory. 
2 .  P . p .  from the verb MARK , put a mark or sign : mark the cattle

maricultor
MARICULTOR who cultivates the sea, as opposed to farmer, who cultivates the land. 

mariposas del amor
MARIPOSAS DEL AMOR love butterflies, probably referred to the stomach feeling when you are pretty nervous willing
to ask for a date or something more.

maritismo
MARITISMO Zoila Alfaro, in 2021 I ask What is the verdict of the Court of The Hague regarding the different Maritismo?
He was referring to the maritime dispute between Chile and Peru.

maritorio
MARITORIO in Chile: term that is being incorporated into the new constitution and that has a similar meaning to
territory, but applies to marine waters. 

marketinera
MARKETINERA anglicism by SELLER, which conveys interest in a product : marketing propaganda

marronier
MARRONIER galicismo by chestnut, or by horse chestnut (MARRONIER d'Indi) a large tree whose fruits closely
resemble chestnuts. 

marroquinera
LEATHER GOODS A person who manufactures or sells LEATHER GOODS.  This term derives from the French
Moroccan, 'Moroccan' since the great artisans of leather were formerly the Moroccans. 

marticuil
MARTICUIL in Argentina : contraction of MARTI CUILQue in Order No. 3 of the reference file is presented Mr. CARLOS
ALBERTO MARTI, C . Or. I . L .  No 20-10907131-6 , for the purpose of .  .  . 

martillo demoledor
HAMMER DEMOLISHER drill type power tool with drill bit to destroy . 

martillo parte del oido
HAMMER PART OF THE EAR The hammer is one of the three ossicles of the ear, along with the anvil and stirrup.  The
hammer is attached to the eardrum



mas cagado que palo de gallinero
MORE SHIT THAN CHICKEN COOP STICK allegory to explain that you are in ruin or in a lost situation.  In allusion to
the fact that the hens tend to act on the poles of the chicken coop, leaving it in terrible conditions. 

masatero
MASATERO an anybody, a street. 

masiquía
MASIQUÍA Bidens pilosa , plant belonging to the family Asteraceae .  For some tropical habitats it is a weed, but
elsewhere it is a food source. 

matachinches
MATACHINCHES Pyrethrins and Pyrethroids: Pyrethrins and pyrethroids are the most common compounds used to
control bedbugs and other household pests.  Pyrethrins are botanical insecticides derived from chrysanthemum flowers. 
Pyrethroids are synthetic chemical insecticides that act as pyrethrins. 

matacos
MATACOS pl .  of MATACO Amerindian person or group living in the Chaco region. They live mainly in Argentina and to
a lesser extent in Bolivia, the populations that inhabited Paraguay settled in Argentina during the Chaco War. 

matamalezas
WEEDING WEED KILLER, a chemical that removes weeds

matapasiones
MATAPASIONES In Chile and Cuba: long, winter underpants, usually wool or cotton.  Today there is a term and with
designs that for their elegance could not be called that, although they correspond to the definition. 

mate cimarrón
MATE CIMARRÓN is a type of mate, infusion made from yerba mate, a plant that grows in the causes of rivers.  The
leaves are dried and crushed, and then placed inside a container into which warm water is poured and absorbed
through a light bulb.  Sugar can be added to reduce its bitterness

maternar
TO MOTHER materna to be to care, is to establish deep affective bonds.  It is accepting that the life of another depends
entirely on our own.  It is procreating, co-creating and breeding.  It is action that falls on the body and translates into
multiple sensations, although it nests in the soul and is thought and emotion. 

matraz de lavado
WASHING FLASK formerly made of glass, today it is a plastic container with screw cap from which a nozzle protrudes
from which small liquid potions are extracted, usually hydrogen peroxide for cleaning the laboratory material.  You can
have two tubes instead of one, to blow through one and get the solvent for the other.  It is commonly known as PISETA

matrica
MATRICA Matrica is an all-in-one platform to simplify the NFT experience in Solana.  Matrica provides the tools for NFT
communities to rise and process instantly.  This jncludes Discord-based verification of attributes and amounts, storage



support, sales bot, and DAO voting.  Matrica aims to become the main social media platform under Solana The platform
can be tested at: https://matrica. Io.  2 . Matrica is a web3 software that connects in one place to the web3 identities
markets blockchain tools social communities. 

mayestaticas
MAYESTATICAS error by MAYESTATICAS f .  and pl .  of MAYSTATIC, which has the characteristics of majesty
(solemnity, grandeur, elegance) 

mayorcito
MAJOR DESPECTIVE DIMINUTIVE OF MAJOR .  It is used to crucify someone for immature, childish, irresponsible

mazama
MAZAMA MAZAMA americana, a species of artiodactyl mammal in the family Cervidae found in several countries in
South America.  It weighs about 21 kilos as an adult.  Slender body, short fur and reddish brown color. 

mazamas
MAZAMAS pl .  by MAZAMA

mántrica
MANTRICA f .  of MANTRIC, relative or belonging to the mantra

me dio un no se que
IT GAVE ME A NO I KNOW THAT I felt inhibited.  It's usually stage fright, fear, or embarrassment of doing something in
public, such as giving a speech, acting, interpreting, or showing feelings of love. 

me la pela
ME LA PELA Me masturbate

meante
MEANTE that urinates (against the wall) biblical phrase that has different interpretations.  It may be considered to refer
to a man or a dog, but in another analysis it seems that it also includes women. 

meatspace
MEATSPACE in English is a play on words, as meet 'meet' and meat, 'meat' are pronounced the same The physical
world and the environment especially as opposed to the virtual world and cyberspace, or cyberspace.  Introduced in the
English dictionary on September 17, 2022, it will break its time to appear a traditional term such as carnespacio or
realespacio

mecanorreceptor
MECHANORECEPTOR nerve receptor belonging to the sense of touch, which is sensitized under mechanical pressure
or against distortions. 

mecanorreceptores
MECHANORECEPTORS pl .  of MECHANORECEPTOR, nerve receptor belonging to the sense of touch, which is



sensitized under mechanical pressure or against distortions. 

mecha corta
MECHA CORTA expression that alludes to the person who explodes easily, who gets angry about anything, as a
euphemism for the dynamite cartridge with short wick. 

mechn
MECHN SPAM

mediación
MEDIATION In Information and Communication Sciences: There are two linked and binding concepts mediatization and
MEDIATION (or MEDIALIZATION) We could say that the sense is mediated and mediatized.   Mediation refers to the
context of the content of a message.  Mediatization refers to the context of the technological device and today to the
transmediality of digital communication.  The same message travels through different channels and media. 
MEDIATION, according to experts in Information and Communication Sciences, is the process of
representation/construction of social sense. MEDIATIZATION, according to themselves, is the profound transformation
of the mechanisms, materialities and devices of representation/construction of the social sense.  

medialización
MEDIATION See MEDIATION

mediatización
MEDIATIZATION There are two linked and binding concepts mediatization and mediation.   We could say that the sense
is mediated and mediatized.   Mediation refers to the context of the content of a message.  Mediatization refers to the
context of the technological device and today to the transmediality of digital communication.  The same message travels
through different channels and media. 

medidas adoptadas para buena gestion publica
MEASURES TAKEN FOR GOOD PUBLIC MANAGEMENT Error by MEASURES TAKEN FOR GOOD GOVERNANCE

medidas adoptadas para una buena gestión pública
MEASURES TAKEN FOR GOOD GOVERNANCE Public administration deals essentially with the exercise of power in
the administration of the State by politicians and public officials.  While formerly it was postulated to these positions by
vocation of service, today it is rare that it is done to serve, but rather to serve those positions.  Without adequate control,
corruption spreads throughout the public apparatus.  Inefficiency is multifunctional and the fact that "nobody's money" is
handled means that private companies always do better management, because their leitmotiv is profitability.  . 

medidas técnico militares
MILITARY TECHNICAL MEASURES actions (taken or to be taken) that have both a technical and military attribute or
importance

medio torpe
HALF CLUMSY that is clumsy, but moderately, without becoming gross. 

meditabajo



MEDITABAJO in Honduras and Spain: meditabundo, cabizbajo.  It seems to originate in a transposition between the
words meditabundo and cabizbajo. 

megabotellón
MEGABOTELLÓN bottle of proportions. 

megacapital
MEGACAPITAL very important amount of investment

megadistrito
MEGADISTRICT district with a much higher number of voters than the average. 

megadistritos
MEGADISTRICTS pl .  of MEGADISTRITO

megaespectáculo
MEGASPECTACULO public artistic event of large dimensions and a lot of spectator. 

megaexperimento
MEGAEXPERIMENT experiment done on a large scale or at a great cost. 

megaintercambio
MEGA-EXCHANGE exchange of large proportions

megatendencias
CURRENT MEGATRENDS of opinion or habits, on a large scale, that is, without going to much level of detail. 

megatratado
MEGATREATMENT major treaty, agreement signed between parties involving lower-level agreements and new
agreements on one or more matters, or involving many signatory nations, such as a nuclear disarmament agreement, a
commercial MEGATREATMENT between the EU, a MEGA-TREATY on pandemics signed by all United Nations
countries

meiga
MEIGA ERROR for MEGA, which americans with a bad spanish pronuntiation spell as "meiga", pronuncing the e as in
reign instead of as in trend. Mega is a chilean TV channel, but also a prefix meaning a million. Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions can be million

melecinar
MELECINAR in medicine: in disuse, administer, prescribe or give any medication to a patient depending on the
treatment and prescription of the doctor. 

mellao



MELLAO Toothless mouth or popola of the woman who pulls and sucks like crazy stuff.  2 . Surname of Mapuche origin.

memeable
MEMEABLE that can be turned into a meme

memencia
MEMENCIA activity related to memes or videos that are broadcast on networks, usually related to satire and humor. 
User mem Huerta ( @memencia ) on Instagram

mensa
MENSA from the Latin mensa, 'table', as an allegory to King Arthur's table, where all knights were equal in their value
and treatment.  World-class organization with chapters in many countries of the world, which brings together those with
outstanding intellectual abilities, from an IQ of 144, which is equivalent to the top 2% of humanity.  It was created in
England in 1946, by lawyers Roland Perrillo and Lance Ware, at the end of the Second World War, with the intention of
uniting the most qualified to achieve a better society, without political, ideological, religious, ethnic or age considerations.
 Today it also seeks and gives material support to gifted young people who do not have the necessary economic
resources to study. 

menta piperina
PEPPERMINT PIPERINE error by PEPPERMINT PIPERITE

menta piperita
Peppermint, commonly called bergamot in Chile, is a sterile hybrid herb obtained from the crossing of aquatic mint and
peppermint, that occasions occur spontaneously in the temperate regions of Europe. 

menta puperita
PUPERITE MINT ERROR BY PEPPERMINT PIPERITA

menta spicata
MINT SPICATA Mentha spicata/C], species of the genus Mentha; aromatic herb widely used in gastronomy and
perfumery for its intense and fresh aroma.  It differs from the common mint in that it is very aromatic and that its stem
tends to fall to the ground, while that of the mint is more rigid and effect.  Mint is widely used as a bajative because the
menthol it contains is an activator of bowel movement, aiding digestion. 

menza
MENZA error by MENSA

mercado digital
DIGITAL MARKET is the whole set of buyers, suppliers of products and services, digital means of offers, transactions,
sale and other related services such as development and maintenance of sites, equipment and digital security Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be digital marketing

mercado libre
FREE MARKET 1 .  International company that has large warehouses with products from many companies in the local



market and that, on account of them, sells through social networks with home delivery.  2 .  Expression more commonly
said as free market, which refers to an opening of borders with elimination of protectionist taxes of local industry, which
makes it compete with foreign on an equal footing.  This generates a significant drop in all prices and greater regulation. 
Non-competitive industries disappear and others with comparative advantages are formed or grow. 

mercalli
MERCALLI Scale of 12 degrees to evaluate an earthquake or earthquake.  It is determined by the level of damage
produced and not by the intensity of it.  Its degrees are 1 Very weak 2 .  Weak 3 Mild 4 .  Moderate 5 .  Little strong 6 . 
Fort 7 .  Very strong 8 .  Destructive 9 .  Very destructive 10 . Disastrous 11 .  Very disastrous 12 .  Catastrophic

merecedero
DESERVING that deserves or deserves

meritue
MERITIVE error by MERITÚE, that merits, that has merit, that deserves it

meritúe
MERITÚE, that merits, that has merit, that deserves it

mermal
MERMAL 1 .  MERMAL is a type of collectible toy.  They are half hatchimals (hatch is hatching, and imals is the animal
syncopation) and half mermaids.  2 .  NERMAL, with N, is a cute tabby gray cat that Garfield is jealous of.  Although kind
at times, Nermal regularly and often intentionally annoys Garfield and sometimes Odie, causing Garfield to try to banish
him to Abu Dhabi. 

merpasmo
MERPASMO Word invented by Julio Cortázar in his language, also invented, the gíglico.  Chapter 68 of Rayuela
mentions the "merpasm esproemios" which can be understood, given that it is a sex scene, as we expect from the
spasm or semen of ejaculation. 

mesencéfalo
MESENCEPHALON upper part of brainstem that goes over the bridge and the medulla oblongata and that is below the
diencephalon.  It forms part of the central nervous system and comprises the quadrigeminal tubercles, the cerebral
peduncles and Silvio's aqueduct.  Contains the substantia nigra and the red nucleus

mesilleros
MESILLEROS Wn Cuba : pl .  of MESILLERO , the one who is the holder of a BEDSIDE TABLE, or stall on the market

mesoendemia
MESOENDEMIA ENDEMIA in which the percentage of the affected population is in the range of 10 to 50%

mesopelágico
MESOPELAGIC meso, 'middle, intermediate' pelagic, 'marine'; of the marine environment



mestea
MESTEA Probable transliteration by MESETA

metafílmica
METAPHILIC industry and art of making films about the making of films and about cinema in general. 

metagenoma
METAGENOME collection of genomes (genetic material) of a mixed community of organisms, the study of which is
called METAGENOMICS

metagenómica
METAGENOMICS Study of genetic material extracted from environmental samples, extracting and analyzing the DNA of
a colony in a global way

metamrfica
METAMRFICA SPAM

metanefridios
METANEPHRIDIA NEPHRIDIA in a primitive state of evolution.  A NEFRIDIUM is a rudimentary excretory organ of
some invertebrates (mollusks, annelids, etc.).  ) , consisting of a kind of bulb open to the outside by means of a thin
tube. 

meteo
METEO prefix of various terms related to meteorology.  2 .  In Chile : Escuela Técnica Aeronáutica 3 .  Madrid
meteorological information system

meter el culo
GET YOUR ASS intruding

meter en congo
GET INTO CONGO I am going to draw personal conclusions that might not be the right ones.  Starting with CONGO
and variants of this term, which correspond to the Bantu language spoken in Cuba and the Caribbean, a mixed
language between Kikongo, muzzle Spanish and Caribbean Spanish).  Palo, palería, congo, palo monte, palo mayombe
or regla conga is an African-American, polytheistic, syncretic and animistic religion derived from the Kongo religion, from
spiritualism that developed in Cuba and still has many followers.  In this sense I would understand "putting in Congo"
doing Congo rituals so that the spirits protect (or harm) a person.   A second possibility, more likely, is that it refers to the
Congo, folk dance in Colombia and Cuba, in which entire families participate.  In this case to "get into Congo" would be
to involve someone in a big problem, jio or complicated or unwanted issue where there are several involved.

meter la cuchara
PUT THE SPOON intrude (usually in other people's affairs) 

metodo delphos
METHOD DELPHOS spelling error by METHOD DELPHi and we continue to fill this dictionary with garbage.  .  . 



mexica
MEXICA last Mesoamerican people who formed a rich and complex culture comprising a religious, political,
cosmological, astronomical, philosophical and artistic tradition learned and developed by the peoples of Mesoamerica
over many centuries until the arrival of the Spaniards at the end of the fifteenth century. 

mezcladito
MEZCLADITO error by MEZCLADITOS pun

mezcladitos
MIXED game for two people consisting of putting together crossed words in a 4x4 grid.  

mezclote
MEZCLOTE in Venezuela: derogatory, Mixture that is used in construction and that combines cement, sand, water and,
occasionally, lime. 

mezuconeria
MEZUCONERÍA error by MEZUCONERÍA, mezucón action, meddler, metiche. 

mezuconería
MEZUCONERÍA Quality of MEZUCÓN

mezucón
MEZUCÓN mezuetido, person who likes to get into the affairs of others.  Person who intrudes where they have not
given him space for it. 

método delphi
DELPHI METHOD Prediction procedure performed by a pre-selected number of experts in a specific and complex area. 
Its name comes from the ancient oracle of Delphos, which predicted the future.  It consists of 4 stages: 1 .  Selection of
objectives and preparation of general question 2 .  Selection of the panel of experts.  3 .  Preparation and realization of
the detailed set of questions.  4 .  Evaluation of results .  There are variations on this procedure because sometimes the
selection of the problem and the preparation of the general question is preliminary to the 4 stages, existing, in reality 5 or
6, and up to three rounds of questioning, including a second round, but the concept remains the same.   The technique
provides quantitative predictive results on the problem.   It's an anonymous participation process, an advantage, but it's
expensive, and long-lasting. 

mi ex me encuentra vendiendo tunas
MY EX FINDS ME SELLING TUNAS In Mexico: this phrase can be given in Mexico where tunas have been harvested
for at least 12 years. 000 years and currently produces 352 . 000 tons .  It may, therefore, be a true fact, but it could be a
literary figure as a euphemism, understanding that it is a primitive and unintellectual activity. 

mi perrito
MY PUPPY affectionate nickname between couples.  It is almost always followed by a request

micina
MICINA 1 . Broad-spectrum antibiotic, used against gram-positive, gram-negative, and rickettsia bacteria 2.  Micina 200



is a long-lasting antibacterial antibiotic for the care of equine, bovine, porcine and other animals. 

micro
MICRO prefix which means very small: microscope, microbus, microbiology, microbe, microorganism.  In Chile : bus

micro red
 . MICROGRID Small communications network

microarreglo
MICROARRAY very small arrangement.  It can be a flower arrangement, a repair or an agreement.  . 

microauto
MICROAUTO auto of very small size

microbiotico
MICROBIOTIC bacteria that colonizes the human body, starting through the skin, vagina and intestines, organs
connected to the outside world.  Although they already exist during fetal development, their territorial conquest begins in
childbirth, and forming different groups of bacteria if the birth was normal or cesarean section.  There are 39 trillion
microbiotics in a human being.  The autochthonous microbiota stabilizes at two years.  They provide us with a number of
advantages such as protection against invasion by pathogens and the development of the immune system, collaboration
in the digestion of dietary components and provision of vitamins and other essential nutrients. 

microemprendimiento
MICROENTREPRENEURSHIP entrepreneurship of my ima investment, such as a factory of homemade jams, a mobile
repair workshop or ecological car wash

microespuma
MICROESPUMA Polidocanol, substance that is injected into the varicose vein in pharmaceutical form of microscopic
foam, producing a displacement of the blood, allowing to selectively treat the inner wall of the varicose vein,
transforming it in a few months into a scar cord through which the blood does not circulate. 

microgenetico
MICROGENETIC error by MICROGENETIC

microgenético
MICROGENETIC RELATIVE OR BELONGING TO MICROGENETICS, part of MICROBIOLOGY that says relationship
with genes and the inheritance of attributes in the reproduction of cells

microgesto
MICROGEST SMALL GESTURE OR ATTITUDE ( TOWARDS SOMEONE ) 

microglía
MICROGLIA the smallest neuronal support (neuroglia) present in the central nervous system of vertebrates and
invertebrates whose main function is to act as an immune cell. 



microimplante
MICROIMPLANT 1 .  Screws typical of orthodontic treatments installed to move the teeth to their correct position and
improve their anchorage inside the mouth.  2 .  A small device that is placed in the brain by surgical intervention or in the
auditory lobes to recover brain, auditory, or other functions. 

micropedrería
MICROPEDRIA very small size jewelry elements that are used to give shine and radiance to nails, swimsuits, cheeks,
skin and other objects. 

microsociedad
MICROSCIEDAD The prefix MICRO means small so it is a small group of people or a small alliance, such as a mini or
microenterprise. 

microtortura
MICROTORTURE small suffering induced voluntarily or forced.  The woman who wants to stay beautiful undergoes
various microtortures. 

microviolencia
MICROVIOLENCE Violent act without relevant consequences as an isolated act, exercised against one or more persons
who are in a situation of inferiority with respect to the perpetrator of the act. 

mictam
MICTAM from the Hebrew Hebrew term : appears in the title of the Salts.  16 and from 56 to 69 .  The LXX translates:
"recorded writing" or "inscription on a tablet".  Other translations suggest "hymn" or "poem". 


